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ABSTRACT: -  

In today’s word rate of exchange information via emails is increasing. These Emails are sent for a number of reasons: Extracting confidential information from 

individuals, promotion and marketing/advertising of products and services. Thus, keeping this mind, the importance to build a comprehensive system for Spam 

Classification based on semantics based text classification using various Machine Learning algorithms have been  surveyed and the objective is to creating  model 

with high performance and efficiency. 
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I Introduction  

Most of us should be intimate with spam emails. It defines it as unwanted junk email. Typically, spam is sent for commercial purposes. It can be sent in 

massive volume networks of infected computers. Therefore, spam email filtering is an essential feature for email services such as Gmail. Services 

providers are extensively using Machine learning techniques used to filter and classify them successfully. 

Email classification work on some basic concept .By going to the text of the mail, we will use ML.In this paper we are discussed various Machine 

Learning Algorithm, which are Support Vector Machine, Naive Bayes and Random Forest. On the basis of this algorithm calculate the accuracy of the 

algorithm and find which give high accuracy and classify email are spam or not.  

II Supervised learning 

The ML problem is divided into two parts that is supervised learning and unsupervised learning. Email Classification is a Machine Learning 

problem that goes under the category of Supervised Learning. Supervised learning is an goal  creating artificial intelligence, where a computer 

algorithm is trained on input data that has been labeled for a particular output. 

Email Classification works on the same basic concepts. By going through the text of the email, we will use Machine Learning algorithms to predict 

whether the email has been written by one user or other. The supervised learning process involves input variables, which we call X, and an output 

variable, which we call Y. We can use an algorithms to learning the mapping function from the input to the output. In simple mathematical process, the 

output Y is a dependent variable of input X as illustrated by: 

Y = f(X) 

Here, our final goal is to try to approximate the mapping function f, so that we can predict the output variables (Y) when we have new input data X. 

III SVM (support vector machine) 

Support vector machine  is supervised learning algorithms, which is used for classification as well as regression problems. The SVM classifier take and 

generates indices of each word. After training process the test cases emails are given input to test the accuracy of the model. 

Support Vector Machine is a supervised machine learning algorithm which can be used for both classification or regression method.  It is mostly used 

in classification problems. In the SVM algorithm, we can plot each data item as  point in n-dimensional space (where n is a number of features ) with 

the value of each feature being the value of a particular coordinatewe are going to classify emails into Spam and Ham . We have used SVM Machine 

Learning Model for that. 

  

Linear SVM: It is used for linearly separable data, which means if a dataset can be classified into two classes by using a single straight line, then  data 

is termed as linearly separable data, and classifier is used called as Linear SVM classifier.The working of the SVM algorithm can be understood by 

using an example. Suppose we have a dataset that has two tags (spam and ham), and the dataset has two features x1 and x2. We want a classifier that 

can be classify the pair (x1, x2) of coordinates in either green or blue. Consider the below image: 
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Hence, the SVM algorithm helps to find the  decision boundary; this best boundary or region is called as a hyperplane. 

 

IV Naive Bayes 

 Naive Bayes spam filtering technique is a baseline method for deal with spam that can tailor itself to the emails needs of individual users and gives low 

false positive spam detection rates that are  acceptable to users.     

It is one of   the  ways of doing spam filtering. 

One of the simplest yet powerful classifier algorithms, Naive Bayes is based on Bayes’ Theorem Formula with an assumption of independence among 

predictors. Given a Hypothesis A and evidence Bayes’ Theorem finds the probability of an event occurring given the probability of another event 

that has already occurred. Bayes’ theorem stated mathematically as the   following equation: 

 

  

 A, B = Events 

 P(A|B) = Probability of A given B is true 

 P(B|A) = Probability of B given A is true 

 P(A), P(B) = The independent Probabilities of A and B 

This theorem mainly used for classification techniques in    data  analytics. The Naive Bayes theorem calculator plays     an important role in spam 

detection of emails. 

Naïve Bayes classifiers is a collection of classification algorithms that is based on Bayes Theorem. It is not a single algorithm but a family of 

algorithms where all of them share a same principle, that is Every pairs of features being classified is independent of each others. In Gaussian Naive 

Bayes Therom, continuous values associated with each features are assumed to be distributed according to a Gaussian distribution. When plotted, it 

gives a bell shaped curve which is symmetric about the mean of the feature  value as shown below: 

 

The accuracy of naïve bayes for this particular problem in 0.9934640522875817. 
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V Random Forest 

Random forests are Supervised Learning algorithm built on Decision trees. Random Forests are used for regression technique and classification  

technique. This  algorithm takes its name from the random selection of features. This algorithm is also the most flexible and easy to use algorithm. A 

forest is comprised of trees. So the more trees it has, the more robust a forest is. Random forests generates  decision trees on randomly selected data 

samples, gets prediction from each tree and selects the best solution by means of voting. It also provides a  good indicator of the feature importance.We 

can use the Random Forests algorithm from the sklearn library on our dataset as  RandomForestClassifier(). The accuracy of the algorithm is 1.0. The 

training time is 1.2s, which is reasonable but overall, it does not prove to be a good tool for our problem. The main  reasons  for the low accuracy is the 

randomness of feature selection, which is a property of  random forests algorithm. The random forest  model is a made up of many decision trees. Rather 

than just simply averaging the prediction of trees ,  so this model uses two key concepts that give it the name random: Random sampling of training data 

points when building trees. 

VI Conclusion 

This text classification of emails is performed using algorithms for comparison purpose. The algorithms used were Supervised Learning Random Forest, 

Naive Bayes, and Support Vector Machine. The algorithms created models and trained them using some of the data and tested the effectiveness of the 

model using a test subset of the data 
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